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Donor # 4711 

Interview Notes 
 
Donor 4711 comes across as a sweet and gentle soul. He came to his interview wearing black and 
white low-top Converse sneakers, blue jeans, a long sleeve grey t-shirt hoodie, and simple black 
rectangular eye glasses, making him look studious and somewhat serious. His overall style is simple, 
tidy and clean and his body is lean and muscular. Although he is shy to smile, when he does his 
lovely smile reveals perfect teeth and full lips. He is a good looking young man with fair skin and 
reddish-brown wavy hair and I found it difficult to find any flaws in his appearance. He slightly 
resembles an older, taller, less glossy/movie star-ish Ryan Phillippe with glasses.  
 
Donor 4711 greatly admires his family and speaks highly of each member. As noted on his health 
history, Donor 4711’s brother, sister and father all experienced dyslexia. In our interview I enjoyed 
hearing about how each of them overcame it in their own way and how none of their adult careers 
have been hindered; his father is a skilled craftsman, his sister is a molecular biologist and his brother 
is in the U.S. Army. Donor 4711 is a middle child. Being born between his brother and sister, he 
experienced the classic passed over feeling that some middle children go through. As a result, he 
learned to be incredibly independent and goal-oriented, qualities that he feels fortunate to have today. 
Regardless of feeling over looked at times as a child he has great relationships with his siblings. For 
example, while growing up and to this day, donor 4711 considers his brother his partner in crime.  
 
Donor 4711 has always been very clear about his life goals with the overarching theme being 
altruism. For a long time he’s known that he wants to enter the Peace Corps. This is a lofty goal but 
because donor 4711 served as a Student Campus Peace Corps Intern during college I am confident 
that he is ready for the task. One of his favorite tasks as an intern was assisting other students who 
were interested in joining. Although The Peace Corps chooses your destination, Donor 4711 hopes to 
be sent to Latin America or Eastern Europe to help organize housing structures. Currently, his work 
involves housing programs such as Habitat for Humanity. With his education and Peace Corps 
experience, donor 4711 hopes to work in the field of International Organizational Sociology helping 
to create non-profits. And in addition to his interests in housing and creating non-profits 4711 is also 
interested in doing work to that focuses on the prevention of human sex trafficking and suicide.  
 
I asked the donor what his average day is like and he hilariously responded, Well, it all revolves 
around a dog.  The dog is his beloved Australian shepherd that enjoys frequent walks and donor 4711 
structures his days around these walks. I found this adorable and completely genuine. The donor also 
takes exercising seriously, visiting his gym 3-4 times a week. His life is already full and busy and 
4711 is looking forward to his life changing drastically when he finally realizes his dream of being in 
the Peace Corps. He seems incredibly hard working, intelligent, engaging and genuine. His goals are 
lofty and I have every confidence that he will achieve them exactly as he has planned. The world has 
much to gain from such a determined and altruistic young man.  
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